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Abstract
The ribosome is imprinted with a detailed molecular chronology of the origins and early evolution of proteins. Here we
show that when arranged by evolutionary phase of ribosomal evolution, ribosomal protein (rProtein) segments reveal an
atomic level history of protein folding. The data support a model in which aboriginal oligomers evolved into globular
proteins in a hierarchical step-wise process. Complexity of assembly and folding of polypeptide increased incrementally in
concert with expansion of rRNA. (i) Short random coil proto-peptides bound to rRNA, and (ii) lengthened over time and
coalesced into b–b secondary elements. These secondary elements (iii) accreted and collapsed, primarily into b-domains.
Domains (iv) accumulated and gained complex super-secondary structures composed of mixtures of a-helices and
b-strands. Early protein evolution was guided and accelerated by interactions with rRNA. rRNA and proto-peptide
provided mutual protection from chemical degradation and disassembly. rRNA stabilized polypeptide assemblies, which
evolved in a stepwise process into globular domains, bypassing the immense space of random unproductive sequences.
Coded proteins originated as oligomers and polymers created by the ribosome, on the ribosome and for the ribosome.
Synthesis of increasingly longer products was iteratively coupled with lengthening and maturation of the ribosomal exit
tunnel. Protein catalysis appears to be a late byproduct of selection for sophisticated and finely controlled assembly.
Key words: protein evolution, ribosomal protein, origin of life, ribosomal origins and evolution, origins of protein
folding, b-harpin.

Introduction

Results
We integrated rProteins from the Large Ribosomal Subunit
(LSU) into the Accretion Model (fig. 1B). The phases of the
Accretion Model are a series of course grained states incorporating the highly detailed temporal information provided
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Translation of mRNA to protein underpins the macromolecular partnership that has dominated the biological earth for
nearly 4 billion years, and provides a blueprint of the common
origin and interrelatedness of all living systems (Woese and
Fox 1977). Structures of ribosomes in three dimensions, from
across the tree of life (Ramakrishnan 2011), reveal macromolecules from deep biological history and provide a guidebook
to the pre-biological evolution of biopolymers. Ribosomal
RNAs (rRNAs) and ribosomal proteins (rProteins) are molecular fossils from before the last universal common ancestor of
life (Lecompte et al. 2002; Söding and Lupas 2003; Fox and
Naik 2004).
In the previously described Accretion Model of ribosomal
evolution, rRNA recursively accreted and froze, increasing in
mass over time (Bokov and Steinberg 2009; Hsiao et al. 2009;
Petrov et al. 2014). The ribosome sequentially acquired capabilities for RNA folding, noncoded condensation of amino
acids to form peptides, subunit association, correlated subunit evolution and decoding, and energy transduction
(Petrov et al. 2015). rRNA growth is partitioned into six
phases in prokaryotes (fig. 1A) with two additional eukaryotic
phases. The first phase contributes the most ancient rRNA
while the final phase contains the most recent rRNA. A consistent theme of Phases 1–6 of ribosomal evolution is extension and elaboration of the exit tunnel.
Here we incorporate rProteins into the Accretion Model of
ribosomal evolution by establishing temporal correlations

between acquisition of rRNA elements and acquisition of
rProtein segments. These correlations assume that the age
of a given segment of rProtein is the same as that of the rRNA
with which it interacts. The results provide a test of the
Accretion Model.
This extension of the Accretion Model allows us to construct a molecular level “movie” of protein evolution. The
rRNA to rProtein temporal mapping provides frames of a
movie suggestive of incremental and hierarchical evolution
of proteins. The movie shows step-wise formation of protein
domains. (i) Initially, short random coil (RC) peptides bound
to rRNA. (ii) The peptides lengthened and coalesced into
secondary elements, with b–b structures more frequent
than a-helices. Polypeptide secondary elements (iii) accreted
and collapsed into domains composed primarily of b-strands.
Protein domains (iv) accumulated and gained increasingly
complex super-secondary structures composed of mixtures
of a-helices and b-strands. Protein evolution was continuously guided and accelerated by interactions with rRNA
(Söding and Lupas 2003). Throughout this process polypeptide was immersed in rRNA. RNA folding evolved (Hsiao et al.
2009) in parallel with protein folding.
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FIG. 1. (A) The rRNA of the large subunit of the T. thermophilus ribosome colored by relative age. Phase 1, the most ancient phase, is dark blue.
Phase 2 is light blue. Phase 3 is green. Phase 4 is yellow. Phase 5 is orange. Phase 6, the most recent prokaryotic phase, is red. rProteins are grey.
(B) The orientation is maintained but rRNA is colored in light grey, universal rProteins are colored by evolutionary phase, and bacterial rProteins
are colored dark grey. Phases 3 (green) and 4 (yellow) are shown in cartoon representation. Phases 5 (orange) and 6 (red) are shown in
surface representation. From PDB entry 1VY4.

by insertion fingerprints, A-minor interactions and other elements within the ribosome (Petrov et al. 2014, 2015).
rProteins were computationally segmented (cleaved) and
the segments were partitioned into phases (fig. 2, table 1,
supplementary figs. S1 and S2, Supplementary Material
online) corresponding to those of the rRNA in the
Accretion Model. The phase of each segment is determined
by the phase of the rRNA with which it interacts. Segments
were terminated where polypeptide backbone passes
through rRNA phase boundaries. Figure 2 illustrates the segmenting of rProteins uL22 and uL13, and their assignment
into phases. The correspondence of phases and a geological
timeline is thus far indeterminate. The absolute age of any
phase is unknown except that the beginning of Phase 6 corresponds roughly with the last universal common ancestor,
around 3.8 billion years ago (Fox 2016) and Phase 1 was at or
near the origin of life. Alternative phase models, with increased or decreased granularities, do not change the general
trends observed here.
Here we focus on universal rProteins, to maximize the universality of the results. The patterns observed here appear to be
general and robust in that the trends and the structural characteristics for each phase are the same for universal and for all
LSU rProteins of ribosomes of two bacteria (Thermus thermophilus or Escherichia coli) or an archaean (Pyrococcus furiosus)
(figs. 3 and 4, and supplementary figs. S3–S6, Supplementary
Material online). All 15 universal rProteins in the LSU of the T.
thermophilus ribosome were segmented and partitioned into
phases of rRNA evolution (table 1, supplementary figs. S1 and
S2, Supplementary Material online). The T. thermophilus ribosome was used here because it is the most accurately determined bacterial ribosome, with the best resolution.

Hallmarks of Protein Evolution
rProtein segments demonstrate increasing extent and complexity of folding with increasing phase. Changes in rProtein
folding with phase highlight the time directionality of protein
2

evolution; and reveal evolutionary transitions from unstructured to simple to complex structure. All universal rProteins
in the LSU contain globular domains (table 1) (Klein et al.
2004). Some contain multiple domains (uL1, uL2, uL3, uL6,
uL10, uL11, uL14, and uL16) and others contain single domains (uL4, uL5, uL13, uL15, uL18, uL22, uL23, uL24, uL29, and
uL30). Eight universal LSU rProteins contain nonglobular extensions of idiosyncratic conformation (table 1), which
appear to be frozen random coil that penetrates the ribosomal core. Extensions of rProteins uL2, uL3, uL4, uL13, uL14,
uL15, and uL16 interact with Phase 3 rRNA. Extensions of
rProteins uL2, uL3, uL4, uL13, uL15, and uL22 interact with
Phase 4 rRNA. Extensions of uL13 and uL22 exhibit secondary
structure (anti-parallel b-strands or b-hairpins). Globular
rProtein domains that interact with Phase 5 rRNA are b-barrel domains (uL2, uL3, and uL14) or a  b domains (uL1, uL6,
uL10, uL11, uL16, uL22, and uL30). These particular a  b
domain rProteins mimic b-barrel topology except that one
or more b-strands of a b-barrel have been converted to ahelices (Grishin 2001). rProtein domains that interact with
Phase 6 rRNA (uL2, uL3, uL4, uL13, uL14, uL15, and uL16)
display more complex topologies that are mixtures of a þ b
elements or are purely a-helical. Many rProteins (uL1, uL5,
uL6, uL10, uL11, uL18, uL23, uL24, uL29, and uL30) are localized exclusively within Phases 5 and/or 6, including multidomain proteins (uL1, uL6, uL10, and uL11).

Reaction Coordinate for Protein Evolution
The results support previous proposals that universal
rProteins provide records of ancient processes (Söding and
Lupas 2003; Hartman and Smith 2014), contain intermediates
representing a molecular level reaction coordinate for the
evolution of protein folding and provide support for the
Accretion Model of rRNA evolution. Our partitioning of universal rProteins into segments is shown in table 1. The information contained in the rProtein segments in figure 1 was
“read” by various analytical methods. For each segment, the
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Material online). rProtein segments in Phase 4 are seen to
form both secondary structures and RC. The most frequent
secondary structures in Phase 4 are antiparallel b–b structures, composed of intramolecular b-hairpins or b–b dimers
between amino acids that are remote in primary structure
but belong to a common peptide chain (fig. 4 and supplementary figs. S4 and S6, Supplementary Material online). Our
results are in agreement with Hartman and Smith (2014),
who previously noted the importance of b-hairpins in early
protein evolution.
The frequency of secondary structure of polypeptides increases from Phase 3 through Phase 5 (fig. 4 and supplementary figs. S4 and S6, Supplementary Material online). Some of
the rProtein in Phase 5 has collapsed into globular domains
causing the average SSA per amino acid to decrease in Phase 5
compared with Phase 4 (fig. 3 and supplementary figs. S3 and
S5, Supplementary Material online). These domains, which are
composed primarily of anti-parallel b-sheets, have hydrophobic cores and hydrophilic surfaces (Wang and Hecht 2002).
The b-barrel domains that are common in Phase 5 give the
appearance of arising from collapse of the isolated b–b structures observed in Phase 4. In Phase 6, complex domains of
b-sheets and a-helices form assemblies linked by quaternary
interactions. The fraction of polypeptide in a-helices increases
from Phase 4 to Phase 5 to Phase 6 (fig. 4 and supplementary
figs. S4 and S6, Supplementary Material online).

Folding Fitness Landscape
FIG. 2. The history of protein folding illustrated by LSU rProteins uL22
(top) and uL13 (bottom). rProtein segments are colored by their
phase, in accordance with rRNA and rProtein phases in figure 1.
Segment boundaries are indicated by dashed lines. rProtein uL22
has segments in Phases 4 and 5. uL13 has segments in Phases 3, 4,
and 6. The Phase 3 segment of uL13 is random coil. Phase 4 segments
of uL22 and uL13 contain isolated b  b structures. The Phase 5 and 6
segments of uL22 and uL13 contain globular domains with extensive
intramolecular hydrogen bonds and reduced solvent accessible surface area. These domains contain hydrophobic cores and hydrophilic
surfaces. rProtein segments in lower numbered phases are more ancient than those in higher numbered phases. Structures are extracted
from the T. thermophilus ribosome.

frequency of intramolecular hydrogen bonding of backbone
atoms (IMHBBA) indicates extent of formation of a-helices
and b-strands (Sticke et al. 1992), while the solvent accessible
surface area (SSA, calculated in absence of rRNA) shows collapse from extended to globular structures (Livingstone et al.
1991). IMHBBA of rProtein segments was characterized with
the program STRIDE (Frishman and Argos 1995). The SSA of
rProtein segments was characterized by the program Naccess
(Hubbard and Thornton 1993). rProtein segments in Phase 3
exclusively form extended and irregular structures consistent
with frozen RC (fig. 1B and table 1). These protein segments
are constrained by surrounding rRNA and interact extensively
with it. These RC segments have low IMHBBA and high SSA
(fig. 3 and supplementary figs. S3 and S5, Supplementary

Protein folding is commonly represented as a funnel with
depth related to the stability of the native folded state and
cross-sectional area related to conformational entropy
(Bryngelson et al. 1995; Dill and Chan 1997). The surface
outside the funnel is high and flat to indicate heterogeneity
in conformations of the random coil state. As a protein folds,
the number of configurational substrates decreases. In contrast, evolutionary processes are commonly represented by
fitness landscapes in which the surface represents genotype
and the height of a peak is related to replicative success
(Wright 1932).
The protein folding funnel can be inverted and integrated
into a fitness landscape to form a “folding fitness landscape”
with a peak where modern proteins fold to form mature
globular domains (fig. 5). The surface of the landscape is an
abstraction that might represent a combination of chemical
composition of the backbone, polypeptide sequences, along
with configuration entropy of the polymer backbone. This
landscape describes incremental change from heterogeneous,
unstructured oligomers, to secondary elements, to globular
domains. An increase in fitness and a decrease in chemical/
configurational entropy are associated with ascent of the
folding fitness peak.

Discussion
Ancestral Folding
Extant proteins are composed of domains, which fold
autonomously and cooperatively (Orengo et al. 1994; Porter
and Rose 2012) and are evolutionarily persistent
3
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Table 1. Segmentation of Universal rProteins from Thermus thermophilus Reveals the Evolution of Protein Folding.

(continued)

4
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Table 1. Continued

NOTE.—Each rProtein segment is colored by phase following the coloring scheme in figure 1. Empty cells indicate that no rProtein segment is contained in that phase for that
protein. rProteins are from the T. thermophilus crystal structure.
a
These rProteins are from the P. furiosus ribosomal structure because it is absent from the T. thermophilus structure.
b
This rProtein is from E. coli ribosomal structure because it is absent from the T. thermophilus structure.
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these collapsed into primitive globular domains. Domains
matured and diversified, gaining complexity of super secondary motifs. The stabilization of folded rRNA by rProteins
(Woodson 2011) is consistent with the model proposed here.
Our input and output is three-dimensional structure, in
part because structure is more conserved over evolution than
sequence (Illergard et al. 2009). The most ancient events in
biology are best recorded in structure, not sequence. The
results support the suggestion by Lupas (Lupas and Koretke
2008; Alva et al. 2015) that the broad diversity of protein
domains in nature descended from a limited number of ribosomal prototypes.

Emergent Environment
FIG. 3. Structural attributes of rProtein segments in Phases 3–6 of
ribosomal evolution. The number of IMHBBA per amino acid is plotted in red and the SSA per amino acid is plotted in blue. IMHBBA
increases from Phase 3 through 6, indicating increase in secondary
structure. SSA, calculated when rRNA is computationally omitted,
decreases from Phase 3 through 6, indicating collapse to globular
domains. rProteins are from the T. thermophilus ribosome.

FIG. 4. Protein structural elements (coil, b-sheet and a-helix) decomposed in Phases 3–6 of ribosomal evolution. Protein segments transition from random coil to secondary structure from Phase 3 to Phase
4. Secondary structure converts from predominantly b-strand in
Phase 4 and 5 to mixed b-strand and a-helix in Phase 6. The area of
each pie chart is proportional to the number of amino acids within
that phase. Structures are from the T. thermophilus ribosome.

(Lupas and Koretke 2008). The ribosome contains a molecular level history of the incorporation of protein into biological
systems (Vishwanath et al. 2004). A chronology for the evolution of protein and protein domains is revealed by the
conformations and interactions of rProtein segments within
the ribosome. When relative ages of rRNA are mapped onto
rProtein segments, the genesis and evolution of protein folding is recapitulated.
In this chronology, polypeptide was immersed in RNA
throughout the early evolution of protein and protein
domains. RNA chaperoned the ancestral conversion of RC
peptide oligomers into full length globular domains. The protein–RNA partnership was initiated by co-assembly of oligopeptides and rRNA. Noncoded peptides synthesized by
ancient rRNA would have conferred advantage by protecting
rRNA against thermal unfolding and chemical degradation.
The rRNA facilitated conversion of RC oligopeptides to secondary structures, which accreted on the rRNA. A subset of
6

Folding from short random coil peptides to functional domains was an emergent phenomena, depending on interactions with RNA (Söding and Lupas 2003). Evidently, nucleic
acids have retained a generalized ability to chaperone protein
folding (Docter et al. 2016). Conversely, it appears that complex folding of RNA was emergent on interactions with polypeptide. Polypeptide induced changes in RNA folding and
interactions with other assembly cofactors such as magnesium (Hsiao et al. 2009). The co-evolution of RNA and protein
was accomplished in the context of the ribosome, which was
therefore the cradle of early evolution. Initial protein domains
were created by the ribosome, on the ribosome and for the
ribosome.
It appears that evolution of protein and RNA folding
were coupled to each other in processes mediated by direct protein-RNA interactions. The data here support the
model of Fox (Fox and Naik 2004) that the products of
the very early ribosome were noncoded random sequences of peptides without propensity to fold. The products of ribosomes at intermediate stages of evolution had
intermediate propensities to fold (to isolated secondary
elements), and would have been characterized by rudimentary specificity in sequence such as binary hydrophobic/
hydrophilic bias. The products of the extant ribosome contain specific amino acid sequences that fold efficiently to
complex globular domains. Therefore the incremental increase in polypeptide length and assembly competence
co-evolved with the genetic code.

Directed Search
The properties of biological proteins are not the same as
those of random sequences of amino acids. Proteins fold to
domains, characterized by unique three-dimensional structures. Random sequence polypeptides do not fold (Taylor
et al. 2001; Dobson 2004). The frequency of protein sequences
in random space that are competent to fold to domains is
very nearly zero. The production of folded protein domains is
impossible by random searching of full length sequence space,
in analogy to the Levinthal paradox (Levinthal 1969), addressing the impossibility of protein folding by random searching
of conformational space.
The results here suggest a mechanism of discovery of the
rare protein sequences that are competent to fold to discrete
globular domains. It appears that domain evolution was
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FIG. 5. A folding fitness peak describing relationships of protein folding, fitness, and ribosomal development. The color of the surface indicates the
phase of ribosomal evolution. Fitness is maximized where proteins fold to complex three-dimensional structures. Representative rProtein segments, also colored by phase are shown above the funnel. The rProtein segments shown here were extracted from appropriate phase of the T.
thermophilus ribosome.

hierarchical and was directed and accelerated by interactions
with rRNA as illustrated by the folding fitness peak in figure 5.
The ribosome gained advantage by discovery of short RC
peptides with affinity for rRNA. Formation of secondary structures from short random oligopeptides has reasonable probability. The ribosome gained further advantage by the
discovery of oligopeptides that formed secondary structures
in association with rRNA. Formation of globular structures
from the collapse of preformed secondary structures also has
reasonable probability. The ribosome gained additional advantage by production of true protein domains subsequent
to discovery of secondary structure. We presume this process
to be a continuum; ribosomal products of successively greater
size and ability to fold conferred ever-increasing advantage to
the ribosome. Therefore, biology discovered folding competent proteins by an incremental directed pathway, bypassing
the immense unproductive space of random sequences.

Folding and Fitness
We have combined the concepts of the protein folding funnel
(Bryngelson et al. 1995; Dill and Chan 1997) and the fitness
landscape (Wright 1932) to create a “folding fitness landscape” (fig. 5). The surface of this landscape is represented
by performance, possibly defined by replicative success, which
is at a maximum where proteins fold. This surface has a peak
where proteins fold to mature globular domains because
folded proteins are a dominant contributor to performance.
A system performs better, and is more successfully replicated,
when the proto-ribosome produces folded protein. The configurational entropy of a polypeptide chain is reduced as a
discrete folded state is approached. Therefore decreasing

polypeptide entropy correlates with increasing performance
of the system. This model extends the concept of fitness
beyond the Darwinian threshold. The basal regions in the
folding fitness landscape predate polymers, protein-based polymerases and genetics. These regions of the surface describe a
pre-biological world of chemical evolution—about which we
know little, and where performance may not be measured by
classically understood replicative success.

Bootstrapping and the Exit Tunnel
The data are consistent with a bootstrapping process in
which synthesis of increasingly longer oligomers by the ribosome was coupled with lengthening and maturation of the
exit tunnel. The ancestral PTC produced heterogeneous noncoded oligomers (Fox et al. 2012; Petrov et al. 2014). A subpopulation of these oligopeptides bound to the rRNA and
conferred advantage. Increases in the length of the oligopeptides facilitated extension and rigidification of the exit tunnel
(Petrov et al. 2015). Continued exit tunnel development facilitated production of longer oligopeptides. Longer products
stabilized assemblies with more extended tunnels. This coupling helped drive early ribosomal evolution.

Driven by Assembly
It is widely believed that the general catalytic superiority of
proteins over RNA drove the merger of polypeptide and RNA
(Gilbert 1986; Cech 2009). However, this model appears to
require foresight, which is not available to evolutionary
processes. Indeed, our results here fail to support an early
role for catalysis in protein evolution. Instead, it appears
that the primary driving force for early protein evolution
7
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was co-assembly of RC peptides with RNA, then self-assembly
to form secondary structures, followed by formation of primitive domains. Catalytic properties of protein appear to be a
late byproduct of a process that selected for ever more sophisticated assembly and co-assembly.

Chicken and Egg
The extreme improbability that two fundamentally different
biopolymers such as RNA and protein would emerge simultaneously and independently has been noted many times
(Bernhardt 2012; Neveu et al. 2013). One came first, it seems,
either RNA or protein. The RNA World, with a single polymer,
provides one resolution to this chicken-or-egg predicament.
Our results indicate that the evolution of RNA and protein
are not independent, it appears that they co-evolved. The
near-simultaneous emergence of RNA and protein in an
emergent environment in which each polymer chaperoned
the evolution of the other may provide an alternative to the
RNA World, a simpler and more direct evolutionary pathway
to current biology, and a resolution of the chicken and egg
dilemma. Linked evolution of RNA and protein backbone and
sidechain elements eliminates the chicken and egg dilemma.

Materials and Methods
Phase Assignments of rProtein Segments
Phase assignments of rProtein segments were performed by
the following rules. (i) Protein segments interacting extensively with or bridging rRNA of two phases were assigned
to the later phase. (ii) A segment localized at the ribosome
surface and interacting primarily with rRNA from a single
phase, was assigned to that phase. For example, the globular
domain of uL16 interacts with H38 and H42 (both emerge in
phase 5) and was assigned to Phase 5. The globular Domain of
uL23 binds to H53 and H9 (both in Phase 6) and was assigned
to Phase 6. (iii) Globular domains were not segmented. A
globular domain was assigned to a single segment and to a
single phase and (iv) two globular domains of a single protein
are not restricted to the same phase.
In a few cases, adjacent amino acids interact with rRNA
from multiple phases. In these cases, the preponderance of the
interactions was used to establish the phase assignment. The
amino acids contacting Phase 1 and Phase 2 rRNA are rare and
are isolated along the peptide chain from one another. These
amino acids are found in rProteins uL2, uL3, uL4, uL6, uL13,
uL14, uL15, uL16, bL27, bL28, bL32, and bL36. These segments
were assigned to Phase 3 because the preponderance of the
interactions are with that phase. The allocation of all early
phase segments to Phase 3 does not impact the general trends
or overall results described here. LSU rProteins from three
ribosomes (T. Thermophilus, PDB 1VY4, 2.6 Å resolution, Xray; E. coli, PDB 4V9D, 3.0 Å, X-ray; P. furiosus, PDB 4V6U, 6.6 Å,
Cryo-EM) were analyzed independently.

rRNA Secondary Structures
Secondary structures of LSU rRNAs are taken from our public
gallery (http://apollo.chemistry.gatech.edu/RibosomeGallery,
last accessed 24 February 2017). Data were mapped onto
8

rRNA secondary structures with the program RiboVision
(supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online)
(Bernier et al. 2014).

rProtein Segments from Bacterial and Archaeal LSU
Particles
Segmentation of universal rProteins was performed for ribosomes of T. thermophilus (Polikanov et al. 2014) (PDB 1VY4,
bacterium, 2.6 Å resolution, X-ray), E. coli (Dunkle et al. 2011)
(PDB 4V9D, bacterium, 3.0 Å, X-ray), and P. furiosus (Armache
et al. 2013) (PDB 4V6U, archaea, 6.6 Å, Cryo-EM). The statistics of segment conformations are essentially the same for
each of these ribosomes (supplementary figs. S3 and S4,
Supplementary Material online). Global superimpositions of
the LSU particles were performed using the CEAlign functionality of PyMOL (Schrodinger 2016).

Assigning rProtein Segments to Phases
LSU rProteins were incorporated into the previously described Accretion Model of rRNA evolution (Petrov et al.
2014, 2015). rProteins from three different ribosomal structures (T. thermophilus, E. coli, and P. furiosus) were analyzed
independently. rProteins were computationally segmented
based on the phase of the surrounding rRNA, as described
in the supplementary text, Supplementary Material online.

Protein Secondary Structures
The secondary structures of rProtein segments were characterized by the frequency of intramolecular hydrogen bonding
of backbone atoms (IMHBBA) and by solvent accessible surface area (SSA) with the programs STRIDE (Frishman and
Argos 1995), Naccess (Hubbard and Thornton 1993), and
by visual inspection. IMHBBAs primarily indicate extent of
backbone–backbone interactions in a-helix or b-sheet
(Sticke et al. 1992), while the SSA shows extent of collapse
from extended to globular structures (Livingstone et al. 1991).
DSSP secondary structural elements “Turn”, “Bend”, and “-”
were grouped as Random Coil (RC); “Extended Strand” and
“Isolated Bridge” were grouped as “Sheet”; and “a-Helix”, “310Helix”, and “p-Helix” were grouped as “Helix”.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online.
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